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Abstract

Tasks associated with the investigation of large complex clustered networks are widespread in various research areas. Among the popular and common approaches to exploratory analysis, it is definitely worthwhile to underscore the node-link-based graph visualization. However, despite the prevalence of node-link-based tools, its graphic design and geometric representation of topology almost invariably formed by a spontaneous spatial structure, or on the contrary, by a too rigidly ordered arrangement. Transformation possibilities of multivariate data structures may allow finding a suitable graphic balance between optic chaos and visual primitiveness by the use of partially ordered sets for grouping. By taking the studying of Twitter communities as a task, the paper presents a data modelling method in conjunction with a set of visualization techniques, which implement a convenient and perceivable interactive toolset for analytical exploration of overlapping network clusters.

1. Introduction

There is a wide range of specialized approaches to the interactive data exploration and analysis of multivariate networks with overlapping clusters, applied in various fields of bioinformatics and geoinformatics, as well as in a number of challenges of the transport, telecommunication, financial and social networks. Quality and efficiency of the expert’s investigation activity are reliant on analytical tools, which form a mnemonic abstract representation of the studying phenomenon. Usually the designers of visual interfaces have two base controversial objectives: on the one hand to find ways to use the human potential of heuristic thinking [ZSN∗06] in order to generate insights and discoveries [SSKK14], on the other hand to provide systematized symbolic simulation along with ordered topology of graphical representation [SJUS08].

This paper presents the approach and techniques for the visual exploratory analysis of Twitter communities. The input data is a mention graph [AAB∗15]: that is a set of profiles of the individuals, who unilaterally or reciprocally mention each other. Moreover, every individual affiliated to one or more "club of interests", that is a community [YL13]. In simple terms, there is a network of users, either of which represented by communicative (via sent and/or received mentions) and affiliative (via one or more joined communities) components.

Objective of the work is developing of a tool that would efficiently assist the analyst to obtain required characteristics of each community or individual, from the studying data extraction. Specifically, the following features should be evidently identified:

- The most active individuals regarding the communicative (i.e. having the largest number of mentions) or affiliative (i.e. joining the largest number of communities simultaneously) aspects.
- Popularity of simultaneous affiliations (all individuals with the identic combination of joined communities form a sub-community).
- Distribution of population among the available communities and sub-communities.
- Patterns of sub-communities expansion: which among sub-communities have most similar affiliation profiles.
- Prevalence of communicative relations among the individuals of similar by affiliation profiles sub-communities.
- Dependencies between the similarity of sub-communities and the character of activity between their members.

In general, the resulting interactive representation should allow to identify patterns and anomalies in affiliative relations and communicative links of the network, as well as to answer the question whether the similar sub-communities form a closely connected narrow circle of individuals. In addition, it should provide the details on request for each type of displaying object: starting with profile attributes of selected individual, ending with the descriptive statistical information about an interesting group. The experimental input dataset is a hypergraph, which comprises around 1 million of vertices (representing profiles of Twitter users) and edges (representing mentions) together with about 100 hyperedges (representing communities) having up to 30 overlappings. By applying filters and selections, the network visualization performed in parts of size from 10 thousand to 100 thousand elements.
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2. Related work

Processing of the hypergraph data is typical for a number of studies [Vaz09] [TWS’14], including the following types of research work: knowledge bases for artificial neural networks, biological networks, genome datasets, text analysis. Capabilities of the hypergraph partitioning and clustering by planarization provide wide opportunities for modelling of desired structures with needed hierarchical dependencies [FLR97] [HC15] [BCPS10]. Nevertheless, with few exceptions [SSK14], such data structures are not practically used for the tools of visual analysis. There are some works associated with the graphical use of partially ordered sets: although it suggests new design ideas, it is not going into the issues of application for advanced visualization tools [Pat14] [FAB14]. It is should be noted, that what first comes to mind is Euler diagram, is not applicable for drawing readable graphs even with a moderate hyperedge overlapping degree [SA08]. The most common techniques for improvement and facilitation of the hypergraph exploration (along with browsing of overlapping communities) are the following:

- Visual compression of vertices, for instance the power graph concept [Ahn13] or usage of the motifs [vLKS’11].
- Layered and multilevel spatial representation [BETT99].
- Hybrid approaches for space-filling [IMMS09].

The most of existing tools and techniques for drawing of node-link diagrams, which in theory should allow understanding networks beyond overlapping clusters, have several drawbacks: generally, it is the lack of habitual for the human geometric order in the composition of elements, together with chaotic and irreproducible pattern for every single (even resembling) dataset. Overall, taking into account the specifics of social networks (which may comprise thousands of related overlapped clusters), it became obvious that this particular case of research requires a unique complex solution.

3. Design

Since the core of work is the exploration of a large amount of groups (which formed by intersection of overlapping communities) together with individuals-members of these groups, the primary function of the interface is the arranging and demonstration of these groups in accordance with the available inter-communal relations and the existing mention-links between individuals. For ease of reading the design includes the screen grid, handy for context layout of additional statistical charts. The data representation way used in the design influenced by the idea of partially ordered sets: which may be constructed in different variations of lattice categories, such as lattice or semi-lattice, or sub-lattice, or congruence, or morphisms, etc. One of the major tasks of the interface is the finding of sub-communities related to certain base communities, or vice-versa, the detection of base communities forming a sub-community. The lattice concept allows distribution of the groups through layers and provides the both of the intralayer ordering and flexible forming of inter-communal relations on the base of required criterion.

As a source of inspiration, the interface architecture has taken concepts of the coordinated views and the context highlighting of patterns, in combination with principles of the overview and detail and the parallel coordinates. The given interface in Figure 1 composed of three main blocks: the miniature map, the detailed graph view of a map section, the panel of context tools and settings. A feature of the design is a pseudo-spatial glyph in the shape of cylinder hat. Modulation of the hat size and color allows displaying multiple values, the simple geometry minimizes optical illusions at the collocation. The interface is initially oriented on a productive computing power and a large high-resolution display.
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